Communication between the nucleotide site and the main molecular hinge of 3-phosphoglycerate kinase.
3-Phosphoglycerate kinase is a hinge-bending enzyme with substrate-assisted domain closure. However, the closure mechanism has not been described in terms of structural details. Here we present experimental evidence of the participation of individual substrate binding side chains in the operation of the main hinge which is distant from the substrate binding sites. The combined mutational, kinetic, and structural (DSC and SAXS) data for human 3-phosphoglycerate kinase have shown that catalytic residue R38, which also binds the substrate 3-phosphoglycerate, is essential in inducing domain closure. Similarly, residues K219, N336, and E343 which interact with the nucleotide substrates are involved in the process of domain closure. The other catalytic residue, K215, covers a large distance during catalysis but has no direct role in domain closure. The transmission path of the nucleotide effect toward the main hinge of PGK is described for the first time at the level of interactions existing in the tertiary structure.